
Jinty Who? 

Written By: Curtis 
 

(Title: fades to text “Vicarstown” then “23rd December 1974”) 
 
Robert: isn’t Vicarstown a little….er 
 
Richard: Great! 
 
Robert: no...no...I was thinking more or less along the lines of  
 
Jinty: convenient? 
 
Robert: no… 
 
Richard: well have each other!...don’t we?! 
 
Jinty:  no… Richard...sorry but just no…. 
 
(cool intro.jpg) 
 
Narrator: Christmas was just round the corner. The Fat Controller had put Richard, Robert and 
Jinty in charge of all operations at Vicarstown, over the days before christmas. Alot of goods 
and passengers would pass through there over the season. and Richard and Robert were 
working hard to prove themselves to the fat controller, it was their first christmas away from 
home and both were very happy. but jinty… 
 
Jinty: look guys! my Jet engine just arrived!  
 
Richard:(glare) jinty, send those back right now please! the last thing we need is a jet powered 
engine!  
 
Jinty: Awwwww ok  
 
(fades to black with text saying “Later….” Richard goes back to the yards) 
 
Robert: Hey Richard what's up? you look stressed 
 



Richard: pfff no, serest ,me? nahhhhh  
 
Robert: richard you need sleep man! 
 
Richard: no i've still got work to do robert besides I can sleep later or just delay trains ya know 
like normal engines with normal jobs etc etc. ...Woops…. 
 
(richard then pushes a line of coal trucks on the coal ramp thing off on to the bridge foundation) 
 
Robert: richard! go to sleep now! 
 
Richard: ok! (falls asleep) 
 
Robert: arrr i didn’t mean… (robert then takes richard to the shed) sometimes it's like he 
doesn’t even listen to me! and because of his...carelessness, i’ve got twice as much work as i 
did before…  
 
Narrator: while Robert did Richard's work, jinty was getting up to mischief 
 
Jinty: la la la la working hard everyday to work rest and play la la la (tardis noise) but today i 
think i’ll play aye? 
 
box man (fourth doctor): stupid old girl why have you changed into a...er i don’t know what 
you are?  
 
Jinty: owwwww shiny! 
 
box man: Hello there my name is th…. 
 
Jinty: box man! what is this thing of beauty! 
 
box man: box what? er (cough) hum this is a time machine it travels in time ...of course but it 
normally doesn’t look like this though 
 
Jinty: can i play with it! 
 
box man: no! why would i let you do that? 
 
Jinty: hummmm……..bored now! bye! (puffs away) 
 
Box man: what a strange engine...that can talk…hum...? 
 



Narrator: meanwhile robert was shunting coaches for an engine from the other railway to return 
home when eric arrived. 
 
Eric: robert do you have the shipment of decorations for tidmouth, knapford and…well...pretty 
much all the stations on the main line, in yet? 
 
Robert: sorry Eric, i don’t know check with jinty at the docks will you, i haven't really had the 
time for it with richard basically passed out! 
 
Eric: alright then, will do 
 
Jinty: oh I can look but not touch, there it is, staring at me, you know what screw these trucks! 
 
Narrator: jinty biffed the trucks right into the tug dock 
 
Gen-eric tug: Hey! 
 
Trucks: what did we do! 
 
Gen-eric tug: yea! 
 
Jinty: nothing!!!!!! (puffs away) 
 
Trucks: what? 
 
Eric: jinty! where are you 
 
Jinty: right here! 
 
Eric: um ok...do you have the shipment of decorations for the main line in yet? 
 
Jinty: what did they look like? 
 
Eric: er standard vans with a red brake van i was told, anyway you should know! 
 
Jinty: well they kind of went swimming! 
 
Eric: (eyes shrink) WHAT!,....Oh god! Fatty is gonna kill me! 
 
Jinty: don’t worry i can fix it! 
 
Eric: how could you realistically do that??!! (looks confuzzed.jpg) 
 



(Jinty goes up to tardis) 
 
Jinty: humm... no hands to open a door? …..(mumbles) open, open, open 
 
(doors open) 
 
Jinty: oh i get it it's telepathically controlled...he did say it didn’t look like this normally 
so…...yeeeeeeeeeeee play time! 
 
Jinty: oh and bigger on inside...meh, right on to working out how to fly this thing errrrrr(in his 
head) lever back (lever moves back) cool! (jinty moves round tardis pushing buttons (with his 
mind)) is it dis one humm no dis one! 
 
Jinty: a ha!! 
 
(insert jinty ad lib) 
 
 
 
Appears in (add lib): 
 

- race 1 
- race 3 
- some time with a cloning machine 
- race 1 again 
- race 5  
- just a drizzle 

 
Jinty: right back to 23rd December 1974….around midday….i think 
 
(we travel to the scene from earlier) 
 
Jinty: SCREW TIME LAWS!!!! (appears in front of the trucks) STAP! 
 
Past jinty: who are you? 
 
Jinty: jinty who or just you! 
 
Past Jinty: what...aren't you creating a paradox?  
 
Jinty: no time for that! oh and use that box over there when eric arrives! 
 
Past jinty: ok (cat face) 



 
Jinty: right back to my own time, 2 seconds after i leave!  
 
(a bit more that 2 seconds later) 
Eric: wait where’d he go? (tardis noise) 
 
Jinty: right here! 
 
Eric: oh ok....bye thanks for the decorations! and Merry Christmas Jinty! 
 
Jinty: To you to Eric!....all in a day's work! 
 
box man: what have you done to my!!!.....  
 
Jinty: box? 
 
boxman: yes whatever, now change it… oh….never mind good bye! 
 
Jinty: what a strange man? 
 
Robert: wake up richard! please it's evening now and you’ll miss christmas eve eve! 
 
Richard: (yawn) what? 
 
Jinty: babbling about his trip 
 
Robert: I wonder what Jintys on about? 
 
Richard: jinty can you please just (horn) up please its christmas eve tomorrow and we need 
some rest! 
 
Robert: you just slept the Whole day! 
 
Jinty: let him sleep Robert i’ll keep watch! 
 
Richard: (confused) what ever jinty! (falls asleep) 
 
end credits 
 
post credits scene: 
 
(richard wakes up ) 
 



(Jinty demeterialzies) 
 
Richard: must be a dream (falls asleep again) (credits continue)  
 


